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Although others have used EC50 values in mutant cycle analysis to establish key ion pairing interactions 
in Cys-loop receptors(1-3), a legitimate concern exists about this use of EC50.  This derives from the fact 
that EC50 measurements are a composite of both binding and gating. In the present case, mutations at 
γD174/δD180 are known from single-channel analysis to significantly affect receptor gating with little 
effect on agonist binding. Mutation of γD174/δD180 drastically lowers Θ, the gating equilibrium constant 
(ratio of channel opening rate, β, to channel closing rate, α).  αS191Sah was recently ascribed to be a 
gating pathway residue using a new simple screening strategy, the details of which can be found here 
(reference PKFAE). 
 
While ascribing both αS191Sah and γD174NδD180N as gating mutations is relatively straightforward, 
additional complications arise from the nonlinear dependence of EC50 on Θ (Supplementary fig. 1A, B 
and eq. 1).   

 
         (1) 
 

where,  KD = k-1/k1  and  Θ = β/α 
 
For the normal range of Θ-values observed for full agonists of Cys-loop receptors, EC50 and Θ are 
linearly related on a log-log plot.  However, when Θ<<1, EC50 becomes independent of Θ.  This 
relationship derives from the fundamental allosteric nature of this receptor: function depends on binding 
as well as signal transduction (gating).  The fact that gating is non-saturable leads to the zero-slope region 
seen in Supplementary. fig. 1.   
   
One could imagine a scenario in which the mutations at γD174/δD180 so strongly perturb gating, that 
introducing a second gating mutation, such as αS191Sah, would have no measurable effect on EC50 
(Supplementary fig. 1A). For the strongly perturbing D-N mutation, this could be a legitimate concern, 
although single-channel measurements we have performed on the γD174NδD180N mutant suggest that Θ 
is safely within the linear range (Θ > 1).  Kinetic modeling of the γD174N/δD180N mutant in the 
presence of a βL9’S mutation at high agonist concentration (>10 times EC50) could be fit to a variety of 
plausible models, but all had Θ of at least 5 (Shanata, Lester, Dougherty, unpublished data).   
 
For the more mildly perturbing D-Nha mutation, it is, therefore, highly unlikely that Θ << 1.  Thus, if the 
αS191Sah mutation diminishes Θ, and the residues are independent of each other, a large increase in EC50 
should be seen when the Sah mutation is added to the Nha mutation.  In fact, just the opposite is seen – 
EC50 actually drops.  Regardless of the region in which Θ falls, a decrease in EC50 for the double mutation 
relative to the single mutations must signify a coupling interaction.  Thus both mutations at γD174/δD180 
fall into a scenario similar to the one depicted in Supplementary fig. 1B.  As such, we conclude that the 
couplings we see through mutant cycle analysis are not artifacts of our measurement procedures, but 
instead represent real deviations from the expected multiplicative nature of EC50s that reflects the 
attenuation of a hydrogen bonding interaction between the side chain of γD174/δD180 and the backbone 
at αS191.   
 
 
LEGENDS TO SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 



 
Figure S1. Implications of the relationship between EC50 and Θ on mutant cycle analysis.  (A) Depicts a 
situation in which a gating mutation leads to Θ<<1.  In this scenario, it is impossible to distinguish 
interacting residues from non-interacting residues using EC50-based mutant cycle analysis.  (B) Depicts a 
situation in which the mutations perturb Θ, but remain in the negative slope region (Θ>1).  In this 
scenario, it is straightforward to distinguish interacting from non-interacting residues. 
 
 
Mutant EC50 (µM)  
αβγδ 1.2 ± 0.02  
αβγδD180N 78 ± 1  
αβγD174Nδ 62 ± 2  
αβγD174NδD180N 160 ± 2.7  
     

Supplementary table 1: EC50 values ± the standard error of the mean for γD174N and δD180N mutations.  
In all cases the β-subunit contains a L9’S mutation. 
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